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SOME NOTES O~ .EADINCl DISCUSSIO?IS
.J

You become a good discussion

leader througll

'

1)

A little

training,

2)

Kl'\Owingsome of the basic techni,,ues

3) Most important of all,

getting

in leading discussions

a~iot of experience

and,

in actually

leading

discussions,
I S THE.DISCUSSIONLEADERFOR?
WHAT

When people get together to discuss ~•;methln9 their discussion very often wanders
all over the place. Or they may only go as far as crying on each others shoulder about
their problems and let it go at that; or o•~ person may dominate the whole deal and he
doesn•t allow anyone else to contribute any~hing; or they may all feel a little strange
and never warm up to each other; or they may want to settle the discussion hy a vote,
So it takes someone with training ano experience in helping them organize themselves to get the maximumout of the time tl,ey are together.
That's where you come in.
That's what a discussion leader is for.
To put it in a more positive
following:

way, the discussion
•

leader generally

has to do the

..

1)

He gets the people in a group to v-1I'ntup t.o each other i.nd help:.
unity of purpose.

2)

He sees that everyone has a chance to participate
be a little backward or shy.

3)

He guides the discussion

4)

He helps the disoussion

a)

li

::'N'l\l;.e

.l

and helps those who may

to keep i~ on the problem at hand.
along toward a definite

people are discussing

end.

a prcMem, he -

(1)

Makes sure everyone understands what the problem is.

(2)

He helps the discussion

()}

Then guides them along i~ discussing
have to take.

along toward what the possible
out what speoific

solutions
action

are.

they

SCf4ETIPS WHENYOU'RELEJ\D:tlJCr
THE DISCUSSIOll

If you ask a question and aet no response-ai;:t-.rme your question.
If this doesn'
lead into your original quest.ion.

~

wor.k ask some other questions

which wi tl

•

•
If they ~tart discussing

two things or ideas at the same time--

Break in and tell them the two things they are talking
one of them to a conclusion - then the other.

about.

Then start

discussing

If they wander off the subjectGently step in and guide the discussion back to the main question you were discussing, But, if they get off onto another question and everybody is interested in it,
stay with1t and help guide them to a conclusion on it. Then get back to the original
topic.
Be

fleXible.
Don't try to force the discussion exactly according to the way it
in your J113.nual
or the way you have outlined it for yourself.

is outlined

If more than one person speaks at the same time-Tell them, "Let I s have Joe speak first,
If one person tries

then you and you after him.•

to dominate the discussion--

Say, ''You•ve already given some of your ideas on this question.
Sottleof the others
haven•t had a chance to express their ideas yet. Let•s give them a chance, too.11
If someone makes an important point--

Repeat it so that everyone gets it.
Ii you don't understand what someone means--

The chances are that others didn't
mean by that ?11

get hill! either.

If you 1 re through with the discussion

Ask, "Can you tel1 us i,lbat you

on a question--

Summarize the important things agreed on. Summarize what action they decided to
take, if any. Also summarize what things they couldn't agree upon and where the difference is.
SEffiNG UP THEMEETING

l)

Get to the m~eting be.fore time - Get the meeting place ready for use.
A) Arrange the chairs
they speak.
B)

1

if possible,

so that everyone can see each other when

See that the room is comfortable and clean.
in there.

If it's

too hot get some air

2) Opening the meeting up - Tell what you're going to disucss at this meeting,
Don't apologize !or the size of the group. Make it a success with those who
show up, Best discussions take place with not less than 10 nor more than
25participants.

•

•
I£ it's the first meeting with that. particular group and they all don't
know each ot.her too wen, go around the room havtr:ig each one give his
na,me_. This is a good time to urge people to speak out so they can be
heard by all.

a)

Not.ea based

on
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instruction

)
I

material
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